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Stringency or leniency of PSROs drives URs

• The LDC paper at CRO (2014) prepared with UNCTAD showed that more lenient PSROs introduced by EU and Canada reforms led to higher URs and trade volumes.

• Preference giving countries questioned the causal link between leniency of PSROs and higher URs.

• In addition to factual evidence, recent studies by Crivelli and Inama 2021 and Crivelli, Inama, and Kasteng 2021 demonstrated such causal link using a regression and a repeated offender methodology.

Lesson learned and caveat

Stringency / leniency of a given PSRO has to be measured against manufacturing requirements rather than codified based on the drafting of PSROs.
2nd FACT
RoO administrative requirements are drivers of URs

• As argued by LDCs and documented in Crivelli, Inama, and Kasteng 2021, documentary evidence related to direct consignment are a formidable obstacle to URs as well as limitations deriving from:
  – Restrictive allowance of third country/party invoicing
  – Entitlement to issue origin declaration/ Certification requirements
  – Suppliers declarations
  – Accounting segregation

• All in all it is a firm level decision (Inama & Ghetti 2020)
Myths: Preferential margins (PM) are the drivers of URs

• Profit margins and trade volumes in a specific industry may be much more important than preferential margins. Examples:
  – High profit margins in fashion industry permit to forego significant PM
  – High volumes in USMCA trade on cars make a PM of 2.5% attractive as well as minimal PM in steel products where profit margin are reduced.

• *It is generally assumed that the level of tariff reductions is the main driver of companies’ use of free trade agreements. This analysis, however, indicates that the size of the tariff reduction is less significant than the import transaction value* (Kasteng, 2020)

• Overlapping trade preferences: Firms are profit maximizers and the use the best combination of preferential margins and RoO (ie. PM are not considered in isolation of RoO)
Challenges

• Low or high URs are like the result of a medical test, they need to be read by professionals to identify the correct diagnosis and their link to RoO taking into account sectors, firms and markets involved.

  - No magic solution.

• Link between URs and RoO offers a merciless picture of the use of a PTA.

  - Denial mode: Governments and trade officials are wary of recognizing such link.

• Research and literature on RoO have so far largely focused estimating trade-distorting effects of RoO using coding and regressions but paid scarce attention to how RoO operate in the real world.

  - New research should be actionable, to be used by governments seeking to cooperate on RoO to facilitate trade (Hoekman and Inama, 2018)

• URs are a public good that should be made widely available and accessible
• **UNCTAD website of utilization rates** of trade preferences granted by QUAD countries available at:
  – https://inf-dmz-gsp-frontend-uat.azurewebsites.net/home

• **UNCTAD-EUI platform of experts**, researchers, practitioners, government officials and the private sector to discuss developments in the area of RoO and URs on an annual basis (June 2019, February 2020, October 2021)
  – Rules of Origin | Interview Series:
  – Trade Facilitation and Rules of Origin:

• Ongoing cooperation with researchers from the **Asian Development Bank** on studying RoO and URs in the Asian region and especially mega-regionals (CP-TPP and RCEP).
Additional resources

- **UNCTAD studies 2021:**
  - “Compendium of technical notes prepared for the LDC WTO group on preferential rules of origin” UNCTAD/ALDC/2020/6

- **UNCTAD-COMESA study 2021:** utilization rates of African RECs (forthcoming)
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